Good, Better, Best in Radiology Workstations

Sit-Stand workstations are rapidly gaining in popularity. Not only do they benefit the health and well-being of the user, they benefit the user’s employer with increased productivity. Studies show that workstations offering varying positions are best suited to help prevent the prolonged sedentary behavior which is associated with computer usage. It has been said that sitting is the new smoking and that sit-stand workstations are a quick and easy fix to that unhealthy behavior.

Double Black Imaging, in our dedication to offer innovative health solutions, has assembled some sit-stand workstations that Diagnostic Imaging departments will find innovative, responsive, flexible, durable, and a most welcome addition to the department.
Good Radiology Administrative Workstation

**Good:**
- Available in any size
- Only available in single surface
- Multiple color options available
- 350lb Max lift capacity
- 1 touch memory handset with 4 preset options
- 27” to 47” height range
- Base available in silver or black finish
- Additional accessories available à la carte - cable management, task light, casters, power, USB ports, cup holder, document stand, anti-fatigue mat, etc.

**Desktop Laminates**
Better Radiology Read Workstation

**Better:**

- Superior cable management: Cable ladder, cable trough, and cable management behind the monitor easy track
- Available in dual or single surface
- 2 Color Choices
- 60" w or 72" w available
- Height range of 22.3" - 54.5"
- 3 Preset options
- Monitor adjustment - Easily change the focal depth of your monitors
- PowerBar integrated in the Cable Trough
- Additional Power on surface of desk so radiologists can charge their personal devices easily
- Air circulation system – personal fan to keep doctors cool
- USB Ports integrated into the surface of the desk
Best Radiology Read Workstation

Best:

- Superior cable management: Cable ladder, cable trough, and cable management behind the monitor easy track
- Monitor adjustment - Easily change the focal depth and height of your monitors electronically
- 3 Power bars for a total of fourteen outlets
- Height Range of 30" to 49.5"
- Tilt table 0 to 15 degrees
- Swiveling footrest
- Privacy Panel shields user from distractions, reduces glare, and diminishes noise up to 35%
- Additional power under coffee table surface
- 2 USB ports on surface of the desk
- 100 Preset Options
- Two cooling fans
- Dimmable task lights integrated into surface of table
- Additional adjustable ambient lights behind monitors
- Comes with white glove installation